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Abstract
The emergence of persistent memories promises a sea-
change in application and data center architectures, with effi-
ciencies and performance not possible with today’s volatile
DRAM and persistent slow storage. We present Software
Defined Persistent Memory, an approach that enables ap-
plications to use persistent memory in a variety of local
and remote configurations. The heterogeneity is managed
by a middleware that manages hardware specific needs and
optimizations. We present the first ever design and imple-
mentation of such an architecture, and illustrate the key ab-
stractions that are needed to hide hardware specific details
from applications while exposing necessary characteristics
for performance optimization. We evaluate the performance
of our implementation on a set of microbenchmarks and
database workloads using the MySQL database. Through
our evaluation, we show that it is possible to apply Soft-
ware Defined concepts to persistent memory, to improve
performance while retaining functionality and optimizing
for different hardware architectures.

1. Introduction
For decades, application performance has been defined by
the use of two resources, memory and storage. Memory
was “fast”, accessed directly via CPU load/store semantics
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that bypassed the OS, and was volatile. Storage was “slow”,
accessed via the OS through system calls such as read() and
write(), and was persistent. Applications brought their data
in from storage, operated on it in memory, and put the result
back in storage.
The advent of flash began the blurring of storage and

memory through an intermediate tier that was substantially
faster than disk but also much slower than DRAM. The
expected arrival of media such as Phase Change Memory,
Resistive RAM and Memristor, will drive further conver-
gence of storage and memory [40]. Since these memories
are expected to have latencies low enough to enable direct
CPU load/store access, software can now access storage with
memory semantics combinedwith persistence [34, 39]. With
such memories, applications can expect substantial perfor-
mance benefits [37].
However, these new media tiers further complicate sys-

tem configurations since they do not directly replace existing
tiers of DRAM, Flash, or HDDs. Persistent Memory (PM) is
expected to be slower and cheaper than DRAM, and faster
but possibly more expensive than flash. Given this expansion
of media tiers, software now faces greater design complexity.
Applications will need to answer questions such as: which
tiers should be optimized for under what circumstances, and
what will performance be when the physical machine run-
ning the application does not havememory/storage of the ex-
pected type or size, etc.? Prior to the arrival of PM, the stor-
age industry has driven the Software Defined Storage initia-
tive that uses middleware to enable optimal application be-
havior on varied hardware configurations of flash, disk and
networking. We argue that the arrival of PM will require a
similar Software Defined Persistent Memory (SDPM) fo-
cus, and describe an initial approach to this problem.
We believe that PM will need middleware support due

to the expected variants of hardware. At present, the in-
dustry appears to be converging on several key defining



characteristics of PM: direct CPU load/store access, byte
grained updates and extremely low latency [7, 11, 29]. Be-
yond these elements, however, there are many variables.
Exact performance, capacity, and endurance characteristics
are unclear, with different studies highlighting a range of
expectations [30, 45, 48]. Furthermore, to accommodate a
variety of cost/capacity/performance trade-offs, tiering be-
tween PM and flash may be required. Attach points are also
open for debate, with memory bus access being proposed by
some and I/O bus access (like PCIe) or remote access (over
RDMA) being proposed by others [3, 13, 40].
For our SDPM architecture, we show how six hardware

configurations of PM that all meet the defining criteria above
can be seamlessly accessed by an applicationwith no custom
changes for each hardware configuration. Our architecture
enables DDR attached local PM, PCIe attached local PM,
RDMA or Ethernet accessed remote DDR attached PM,
and RDMA or Ethernet accessed remote PCIe attached PM.
Our architecture also supports dynamic tiering between all
of these forms of PM and Flash. For our prototype and
benchmarking, we use PM hardware, based on power fail
protected DRAM, that is commercially available today in
both DDR attach (Type N NVDIMMs) and PCIe attached
variants [3, 6].
The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, to

the best of our knowledge, we present the first middleware
architecture that manages multiple PM hardware types with
different attach points and performance characteristics. Sec-
ond, we outline the design trade-offs required for making
PM “Software Defined”, i.e., how to abstract key hardware
details while enabling applications to optimize for others.
Third, we describe a cost-effective, pragmatic, and immedi-
ately deployable architecture that tiers PM with flash while
retaining a seamless data management model. Fourth, we
optimize a database application (MySQL) to use SDPM
through a single unified API and describe the impact of dif-
ferent hardware attach points (including an efficient PCIe at-
tach) on both base latency and application level performance
– to our knowledge, the first study to do so comprehensively.
The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes

related work. Sections 3 and 4 describes the assumptions
that drove our architectural decisions and our SDPM design,
respectively. Section 5 describes a case study with MySQL,
a widely deployed database. Section 6 evaluates the perfor-
mance of our SDPM implementation with different PM ar-
chitectures. Sections 7 and 8 discusses our observations and
possible architectural extensions and summarizes our learn-
ings, respectively.

2. Related Work
The Software Defined approach is now a popular trend,
having already been applied to networking, storage, and
data center design. In the storage context, all major storage
vendors provide products to decouple storage management

from hardware specifics [42]. Our work, though similar in
spirit, is complementary to these initiatives since we focus
on managing PM and driving decoupling of PM hardware
and attach points from end applications.With respect to flash
specifically, caching software enables seamless management
of flash/disk hybrids while appliances support tiering of both
flash and disk [4].
PM is expected to have access latencies from 100ns-

500ns and support byte addressability [29]. Researchers
have proposed file systems that exploit PM [24, 26, 43, 47]
and optimizations to existing file systems [21]. Recent work
in the Linux community includes DAX [44] to export PM
devices as virtual memory via a file. Also, whole system
persistence has also been explored [33].
Recently a variety of hardware architectures have emerged

to connect persistence across DDR, with Type N NVDIMMs
providing the load/store PM access using DRAM with flash
backing. Multiple vendors provide these devices and various
studies have used this hardware as a placeholder for emerg-
ing memories. PMs using PCIe attach have been explored
by researchers and also demonstrated by Fusion-io [3].
New data structures, programming models, and libraries

have also been proposed to combine persistence with mem-
ory semantics [19, 20, 23, 43]. New CPU instructions have
been proposed in several studies [23, 24] and Intel has an-
nounced the availability of new instructions in upcoming
processors for PM [10]. Underlying most of this work is
the fundamental assumption that user space applications will
be able to access PM through a memory interface and bypass
the OS. I/O models are also being supported for legacy back-
ward compatibility [11, 12]. The SNIA Non Volatile Mem-
ory Programming Technical Working Group has formalized
these two access models as part of their 1.0 NVM Program-
ming Specification [7]. These efforts add to earlier work in
recoverable virtual memories that was based on DRAM and
disk architectures [27, 36].
Previous studies have shown the performance potential

of PM in varied capacities [29, 32, 46]. Some studies focus
on the benefits of fast persistence while others focus on the
DRAM displacement possible with slower but cheaper PM.

3. The Need for Software Defined Persistent
Memory

Beyond the complexity caused by the addition of a new stor-
age/memory tier, other factors necessitate a software defined
approach for practical wide scale deployment of PM. Here
we discuss these factors and our assumptions.

Seamless Storage Management: We believe that data
stored on PM will require the same management (such as
compliance, audit, etc.) as data stored on other persistent me-
dia. Such needs are driven by the nature of the data, domain
specific requirements on security and retention, and are not
necessarily impacted by media type or performance. Unlike
classic volatile memory, PM requires a persistent namespace



to recover data after a reboot. The memory map (mmap)
model has appealed to industry and researchers alike be-
cause it enables the ability to access the data with memory
operations while retaining a familiar persistent file names-
pace (the most commonly used data management model by
data center administrators). We therefore assume that the
PM storage management should be done via a File System
(FS) namespace.

Varied Attach Points and Form Factors: Since PM is
still emerging technology, much is unknown about the me-
dia and the ideal attach point for different server platforms.
While memory bus attaches will likely have optimal laten-
cies, storage deployment history has shown that attach points
have practical concerns unrelated to performance. For ex-
ample, while a DDR attach can be ideal from a perfor-
mance perspective, depending on the number of available
DDR slots and the required mix of DRAM and PM [14],
a server may not be able to support enough of both. Simi-
larly, some systems have minimal PCIe slots [8], making the
PCIe interface undesirable for large amounts of PM. Other
desirable characteristics, such as dual port, are more realisti-
cally achievable in PCIe than in DDR. While hot-plug DDR
technologies exist [22], other attach points are better able to
support this function [35]. Finally, the emerging trend of
disaggregation may drive top of rack style memory/storage
solutions which optimize efficiency at rack level rather than
server node level [2]. Given these factors, we assume that an
ideal SDPM architecture should be extensible to any local or
remote physical attach points.

Byte Addressability: Byte addressability in PM can en-
able new usages not possible with block based storage [21,
34, 39]. Some attach protocols, such as NVM Express, may
not support byte operations but for other practical reasons
may be the only available access mode for some servers.
As such, we believe it is valuable for an SDPM architec-
ture to support the levels of byte addressability possible
with each hardware architecture and emulate this capability
where needed.

Support Local and Network Attached Hardware: The
emerging disaggregation trend suggests that server configu-
rations may have locally attached or top of rack persistence.
The top of rack persistence may be accessed via a range of
options from PCIe to networking. An ideal SDPM architec-
ture should support both local and remote access to PM and
optimize under the covers for each.

Varied Cost/Performance Configurations: While it is
appealing to think of all data in PM, data growth rates are
so substantial that many deployments require both high per-
formance and low cost media. Therefore, an ideal SDPM
architecture should accommodate tiering between PM and
flash. Moreover, PM specifications suggest performance
lower than DRAM, so we support caching of volatile data in
DRAM as needed [29].

Figure 1. SDPM Architecture

4. Software Defined PM
In this section we discuss design goals and describe our
architecture and prototype implementation.

4.1 Design Goals

Based on the needs of practical deployments as outlined in
Section 3, we define our goals for SDPM as follows:

Goal 1: Support both memory and I/O access, traditional
storage management, and persistence guarantees to combine
the best of memory and storage worlds.

Goal 2: Support a variety of local and remote attach points
with differing performance but identical functionality and
semantic guarantees. In particular, our goal is to provide byte
addressability at the application level and optimal perfor-
mance for each hardware configuration. The low latencies
of PM require that software be as thin as possible. Given
this, SDPM should provide load/store access to PM when-
ever possible and minimal overhead approaches otherwise.

Goal 3: Enable tiering of data between PM and flash,
with caching in DRAM, to enable different cost/performance
configurations.

Goal 4: Provide a single programming model to the ap-
plication. Applications cannot reasonably be expected to
implement different code for each possible server hard-
ware configuration. In SDPM, applications should be able
to choose a single API, which is adapted optimally for each
hardware configuration with identical persistence and se-
mantic guarantees.

4.2 Design Overview

Figure 1 describes the high level design of SDPM. The de-
sign has four key elements: a FS for namespace and tiering,
layered programming language libraries for unified but flex-



ible APIs, hardware and location abstraction for hiding PM
attach point and location details.

4.2.1 Non Volatile Memory File System (NVMFS)

The SDPM architecture has an FS at its center. For our proto-
type implementation, we select NVMFS, a flash-optimized
POSIX compliant Linux FS [9]. We extended NVMFS to
support both PM and flash devices. Given our focus on
PM, we do not describe the flash aspects of NVMFS (de-
tails available here [25, 28]). We now describe how NVMFS
meets many of our design goals.
NVMFS provides a unified and persistent namespace to

both PM and flash. Through this namespace, NVMFS trans-
parently provides both memory and I/O access to PM, en-
abling applications to flexibly and seamlessly switch be-
tween different access modes to data in PM. The unified per-
sistent namespace also enables transparent application accel-
eration where existing applications can benefit from the FS
tiering of PM and flash.
We build upon historical mmap to provide direct (or raw)

mmap to PM via NVMFS. All FSes (including NVMFS)
provide load/store access through conventionalmmap where
data is first cached in DRAM before it is persisted to the stor-
age media. In contrast, direct mmap directly accesses data in
PMwithout caching in DRAM [7]. With direct mmap, a user
space application can map a file into its virtual address space
and perform memory operations which translate into loads
and stores directly to the PM. On crash/restart, applications
can remap the file using direct mmap and resume access.
We support tiering in NVMFS by maintaining the media

location of each data block within the FS inodes. Data access
via a unified namespace combined with enclosing data loca-
tion within an inode enables NVMFS to transparently move
data between PM and flash. We also implement several well
known dynamic tiering algorithms that optimize for com-
mon access patterns (such as log files) and data liveliness
(i.e., retention requirements).
We also support a single programming model via a com-

bination of application specific libraries over direct mmap
and transparent access via POSIX APIs that support both
memory and block I/O access to data. This approach has the
added benefit that applications that currently use a FS do not
need to be modified to workwith PM. On the flip side, it does
force these application to go through the OS to get to the FS.
This additional code traversal can reduce the performance
benefits [19, 39] for transparent acceleration as compared to
direct PM access.
It is worth noting that we have selected a FS namespace

over a variety of other possible models such as object names-
paces, key value stores, compiler supported persistent vari-
ables etc. We believe that the file namespace is a good can-
didate as a base namespace for several reasons. First, it is
by far the most common namespace used by system admin-
istrators, implying that existing data management practices
that rely on files can adopt PM with minimal or no changes.

Second, using direct mmap, any other type of namespace
can be built atop the FS using direct load/store access (the
file namespace enables and does not replace all other names-
paces). Third, since FSes manage disk and flash today, PM
can be added to the mix seamlessly with the benefits of both
traditional APIs and direct mmap used as needed.

4.2.2 Programming Libraries

Programming libraries can provide a unified access API
to applications. Such libraries can be implemented in user
space and communicate with NVMFS for management.
Many APIs are possible and the intent of this paper is not
to advocate for a specific API but rather for the layering
approach itself. Moreover, libraries can provide optimized
data structures, language support, memory management, er-
ror checking and other runtime functions. Example libraries
are Oracle’s NVM-Direct which provides transactional and
data structure support for PM [20]. We also implemented a
small log acceleration library which is used in our experi-
ments (see Section 5).
NVMFS enables optimal implementation of such li-

braries by providing direct mmap() to map the PM directly
to virtual address space, msync() to flush data to the per-
sistence domain, and two additional operations to optimize
CPU cache flush (barrier()), and to control memory mapping
types. NVMFS also provides options to libraries to guide file
data placement across the two media types.

4.2.3 Hardware Abstraction

All PM hardware is discovered and managed by the Persis-
tent Memory Manager (PMM). PMM is a dedicated kernel
module that presents both memory pages and data blocks
for use by NVMFS. In our prototype SDPM system, PMM
supports both DDR and PCIe attaches for PM. The PM is
exposed to the user space libraries via NVMFS as virtual
memory space. PMM is also responsible for setting mem-
ory caching types, guaranteeing persistence, and free space
management for PM.

Memory Mapping Types. PM can have different mem-
ory mappings depending on the hardware. For example, the
OS supports write back, write through, write combining, and
uncached for DDR attached PM but only a subset are sup-
ported for PCIe MMIO attached PM. SDPM is responsible
for ensuring that each memory type is default mapped to the
optimal model possible for its physical attach (in our proto-
type, write combining is the default mode). We also enable
FS operations that allow the application to control the per
file memory mapping.

Guaranteeing Persistence. Given the different ways to
map persistent memory by applications, we need mech-
anism(s) to guarantee all in-flight data (such as in CPU
caches, registers, etc.) have reached the PM device inde-
pendent of its attach point. For example, depending on the
memory mapping model, certain CPU instructions will en-



Figure 2. Remote attached Persistent Memory

sure flushes of the intermediate CPU caches. The further
mechanism for ensuring persistence for DDR is Advanced
Dynamic Refresh (ADR) [5]. ADR ensures that data flushed
from CPU caches through CLFLUSH and other methods
is driven from any intermediate memory buffers to PM at
power cut. Since ADR support does not extend to PCIe
MMIO based PM, we defined and implemented a custom
protocol to ensure similar support with the cooperation of
the PCIe device. In direct mmap mode, at msync(), NVMFS
is responsible for guaranteeing persistence. PMM provides
a barrier() operation to NVMFS and user space libraries that
employ their own CPU flush operations. When barrier() is
invoked, SDPM will ensure data is moved to the persistence
domain as needed for the attach point.

4.2.4 Abstracting Local and Remote Attach Points

PM can be attached either locally or on a remote machine.
SDPM abstracts different attach points that can be used
within a server. As long as PM is both discovered and
mapped, it can be used by local or remote applications.
Figure 2 shows the remote attach model for our SDPM

prototype. Two instances of the library are required.We refer
to the local instance (where the application is running) as the
source, and the remote instance (where the PM is located)
as the sink. The client (source) exposes the same APIs as
that in the local attach case. The library instance on source
translates these API calls into a network transport (either
Ethernet or Infiniband in our implementation) to a remote
instance of the library on the sink. The sink hosts a local
instance of NVMFS which can support all of the capabilities
and hardware configurations outlined in the above design
sections. Note that data replication such as in Mojim is also
possible using our SDPM architecture [47].
When SDPM is used over Ethernet, we employ sockets

over TCP/IP to communicate data between nodes. When
used over Infiniband, direct OS-bypass communication is
used with RDMA write operations for the data. SDPM en-
ables additional optimizations such as direct transfer of data
between memory and network through third party PCIe
DMA when PCIe based PM is used. Our architecture en-

ables these operations to occur dynamically as possible for
each hardware configurationwithout the application needing
to do specific optimizations.
There are several other SDPM considerations that ap-

ply specifically for remote attaches. For example, different
memory types exist at the destination (sink) node as in the
local attach case. When DDIO is enabled, data may need to
be explicitly flushed on the sink to before the PM update
can be positively acknowledged [13]. In the case of PCIe
MMIO, a direct PCIe to PCIe transfer is possible from NIC
to PM hardware. This avoids any traversal of data to the
CPU/memory complex on the sink node.
In all cases, the RDMA write operation only guarantees

that data has been sent from the receiving NIC (on the
sink) to the memory location. To meet the persistent store
guarantee, we need to ensure that the data was in fact written
to the ADR boundary on the sink node. This requires a
subsequent RDMA read to ensure that the data was fully
flushed to the end memory location.

5. Case Study: MySQL
We useMySQL (a database application) to show the applica-
bility and capability of our SDPM architecture [1]. We chose
MySQL as it is the most popular and fastest growing open
source database today.
Prior studies have shown that databases can expect sub-

stantial performance improvements by using PM and that
the degree of improvement will depend on the amount of
PM available [38, 41]. Since PM hardware based on new
memory technologies like PCM are not yet widely available,
we focus our application example on small amounts of PM
that can be purchased in hardware today (such as Type N
NVDIMMs). For a small amount (1-10GB) of such memory,
the ideal database use case is log acceleration. Log accelera-
tion is also an important focus for database researchers since
transaction performance can be limited by log write (i.e., log
persistence) latencies.
MySQL allows for pluggable storage engines. InnoDB

(and its variant XtraDB) is the most widely used production
storage engine due to its reliability and performance [17].
The InnoDB storage engine uses two logs, the Transaction
Log (TxLog, also sometimes referred to as the Redo Log)
and the Binary Log (BinLog) [15, 16]. Updates to both types
of logs gate the performance of MySQL transaction com-
mits. Hence, our PM integration focuses on placing log up-
dates in low latency PM for automatic later destage to flash if
needed. The logs are stored as normal files on NVMFS and
the SDPM architecture is responsible for tiering parts of the
files into flash when they are not being actively updated. This
enables SDPM to use small amounts of PM for our experi-
ments and have log files of arbitrary size (which is particu-
larly useful for BinLogs whose size is not pre-determined).
To integrate SDPM with MySQL, we wrote a small li-

brary that uses the direct mmap() mechanism to access part



Config Persistent Memory Attach Local or Remote
config-1 DDR NVDIMM Local
config-2 PCIe MMIO Local
config-3 DDR NVDIMM Remote Ethernet
config-4 PCIe MMIO Remote Ethernet
config-5 DDR NVDIMM Remote Infiniband
config-6 PCIe MMIO Remote Infiniband

Table 1. Persistent Memory configuration.

local config-1, config-2
System Configuration Local: HP DL380 96GB DDR
MySQL version Percona Server 5.5
Flash(PCI-e) Fusion-io Gen 2 ioMemory 1.2TB
Persistent Memory PCI-e ioMemory Persistent Memory

DDR Viking NVDIMM
Remote config-3, config-4, config-5, config-6
System Configuration Source: HP DL380 96GB DDR

Sink : SuperMicro 2U 64GB DDR
MySQL version Source: Percona Server 5.5
Flash(PCI-e) Fusion-io Gen 2 ioMemory 1.2TB
Persistent Memory Source: DDR / PCI-e ioMemory PM

Sink: DDR Viking NVDIMM,
PCI-e ioMemory Persistent Memory

Network Infiniband: ConnectX-3 56 Gbit IB
Ethernet: Intel 82599ES 10-Gigabit

Table 2. System configuration Local and Remote.

of the log file as direct load/store PM. Our library exposes
POSIX-like APIs (such as append() and read()) that enable
MySQL to place data at the end of the log file and to read
from the file anywhere as needed for recovery or normal
operation. Within our programming library, the append() is
translated into a memory copy operation into PM (for local
attach) or an RDMA write operation into PM (for remote
attach). The InnoDB engine operates on the logs mostly as
normal except at the point of write() where the library op-
erations are used instead of file write() operations. In this
model, the database can perform very small low latency
updates to the logs, which enables faster and finer grained
transaction commits.

6. Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our SDPM prototype through
a series of microbenchmarks and application level perfor-
mance studies. Prior studies have shown comprehensive re-
sults on the performance of individual PM configurations
under a range of workloads [29, 38, 47]. Hence, we focus our
evaluation on the Software Defined aspect of our prototype,
i.e., we take a workload and evaluate how well SDPM per-
forms across different hardware configurations. For work-
loads, we use both microbenchmarks and application level
experiments. Since our application focus is database log ac-
celeration, we also focus our performance studies on write
(or CPU store) operations and the associated persistence
guarantees.

Figure 3. Microbenchmark: Local PCIe MMIO (config-2)
Vs. DDR4 (config-1) (a) Bandwidth (b) Latency

Table 1 lists the supported configurations and Table 2 pro-
vides the details of our machine configurations. We explore
two primary dimensions and one secondary dimension. The
primary dimensions are local vs. remote and the attach point
for the PM itself (DDR or PCIe). Second, within the remote
dimension, we explore both Infiniband and Ethernet trans-
ports. These combinations help us to assess whether we can
adequately deliver application performance across a range of
hardware architectures.
Note that for DDR attached PM, we use a single Type N

NVDIMM. It is possible to also test with DRAM as a place-
holder for PM, if the areas being evaluated are not persis-
tence related. However, there are subtle performance differ-
ences between using a single Type N NVDIMM and generi-
cally allocating system DRAM - which can then come from
an interleaved set of volatile DIMMs. Rather than dissect
the details of such DRAM configurations, we focus on the
PM hardware available today (ie NVDIMM) and use actual
NVDIMMs.

6.1 Local Attach: Microbenchmarks

Figure 3 shows the latency and bandwidth of updates to PM
through both the local PCIe MMIO and DDR attach. In each
case, the data is written to the virtual memory location which
is direct mmap’ed by NVMFS to the physical PM. The
data is then committed through a SDPM barrier() operation
(using hardware specific micro-operation(s)).
As the data shows, the cost of the barrier operation domi-

nates the latency for small updates regardless of whether the
update is over PCIe MMIO or DDR. For small (64B) up-
dates, the latency of PCIe MMIO (with barrier()) is within
2x of DDR. As the transfer size increases, the gap in band-
width between the DDR and the PCIe attach becomes more
clear in higher latencies for the PCIe solution. It is worth
noting that our PCIe hardware uses Gen2 PCIe which has a
maximum lane bandwidth of 1GB/s while the DDR attach
hardware is using DDR4. We have observed lower latencies
(roughly by about 2x for large transfers) for PCIe MMIO
when using Gen3 PCIe.



Figure 4. Microbenchmark: 4K write + barrier (config-1,
config-3, and config-5)

Based on these results, we expect PCIe MMIO to be a
reasonable solution for access patterns that involve small
updates, and we have observed this in application level tests.
However, due to lack of space, we focus the rest of the paper
on presenting the results for the DDR attach.

6.2 Remote Attach: Microbenchmark

Figure 4 shows microbenchmarks for simple write opera-
tions from user space through the library. In each case, 4KB
writes are performed into PM with a synchronization opera-
tion performed after a number of 4KB operations (displayed
on X-axis). As discussed in Section 4, when synchroniza-
tion is invoked, it is performed as needed for each hardware
configuration. DDR would imply a cache flush and network
would imply a network sync following whatever is required
on the remote node for local sync. As Figure 4 shows, for
small sync operations, as expected there is a notable differ-
ence in latency between TCP/IP and the other configurations
TCP/IP is about 20x slower than Infiniband for small trans-
fers. Between Infiniband and local DDR PM there is about
a 4x difference. Since the destination in each case is PM,
the bulk of the overhead is due to the synchronization op-
eration. As the number of operations between synchroniza-
tions increases, the performance becomes closer. Since dif-
ferent applications will use different update sizes, this gives
us an indication of how workloads will respond when used
with different configurations under SDPM. While this sec-
tion only presented DDR attached PM, the results for PCIe
MMIO attached PM are similar in the tradeoffs.

6.3 MySQL: Transactional Workload

Figure 5 shows the performance ofMySQLwhen PM is used
for log acceleration using an insert heavy workload (100%
inserts) when run with and without PM. For comparison, the
Logs DISABLE bars shows theoretical peak performance
when logs are disabled (i.e., performance possible with in-
finite log acceleration). The Logs ENABLED bars shows
what happens with no PM (i.e., all logs are written directly
to flash). The remainder are the PM configurations where

Figure 5. MySQL - insert heavy workload (config-1,
config-3, and config-5)

Figure 6. LinkBench 10x workload (config-1 and config-5)

the PM is local DDR, remote DDR over infiniband, or re-
mote DDR over Ethernet. In each case, the data shows two
columns, one for only accelerating the Txlog and one for
accelerating both TxLog and BinLog.
The difference in transaction performance between Logs

DISABLE and the baseline Logs ENABLED is almost 2x,
indicating the opportunity for PM log acceleration. We see
that the local PM over DDR achieves nearly all of the
achievable acceleration. However, the Infiniband option does
nearly as well, suggesting that the small added latency re-
sults in a measurable but not substantial loss in performance
at the application level. Even when remote, the PM configu-
ration still delivers better performance than local flash when
used over Infiniband. However, as latency increases substan-
tially with Ethernet, the application performance of remote
PM drops dramatically to become far less than that of local
flash.
Given the extreme drop in application performance for

the Ethernet configurations, we focus only on Infiniband/RDMA
based remote configurations for the remainder of the paper.

6.4 MySQL: Social Graph Workload

LinkBench was created by Facebook to simulate the activ-
ity pattern of a social graph [18]. Linkbench operations in-



cludes a mix of insert, delete, update, and lookup database
operations and is approximately 70% access heavy (forms
of reads) and only 30% modification heavy (updates and
deletes). The default (1x) LinkBench dataset comprises 10
million node ids with a dataset size of 10GB on media. A
dataset with 100 million nodes is referred to as 10x work-
load. Since the 10x workload allows only a partial amount
of the data to fit in the buffer pool, it is a more realistic
test of the I/O subsystem. Figure 6 shows the results for
this workload for local and remote DDR attached PM where
the remote attach is over Infiniband. Since this workload is
read intensive, the difference between the Vanilla (all data
on flash) and the NoLogs (infinite log acceleration) is 31%.
Both the local and remote PM solutions achieve a reasonable
fraction of the available performance gain, delivering 17%
acceleration over Vanilla. The performance of local and re-
mote is very similar (less than 3% difference) showing again
that the latency achieved by Infiniband for small updates is
sufficient to deliver good performance for applications.

7. Discussion
Our experience developing SDPM has led to several in-
sights. There are many possible hardware configurations
that an application can optimize for, ranging from different
CPU mapping strategies to different attach points. The need
to work with remote memory only further exacerbates the
complexity involved. Some hardware specific optimizations
(such as direct PCIe-PCIe transfer for remote attach), may be
difficult for applications to be aware of or to control. Fortu-
nately, our results demonstrate that it is possible to abstract
the bulk of this complexity within an SDPM architecture
without substantial loss of performance at microbenchmark
level and nearly identical performance at application level
for some hardware configurations.
For TCP/IP over Ethernet however, the slowdown pre-

sented is substantial and very visible at application level.
Ethernet based measurements discussed in the paper are us-
ing the standard networking stack. An offload network de-
vice can potentially help reduce the operation latencies as
reported by the application. This is an area of future work
for us. Even within the Infiniband implementation, further
optimizations are possible. Infiniband provides a DMA effi-
cient method, send-immediate, which is ideal for small data
payloads since it avoids an additional DMA. Using send-
immediate, we have measured update operation latencies of
less than 2 usec (including barrier assertion on remote) for
sync interval of 3 or more updates. This observation leads us
to expect that small application log updates will benefit from
this optimization.
The potential of software defined concepts applied to PM

is vast and we have only explored an initial subset of its pos-
sibilities in this paper. A more comprehensive architecture
would include clustering of PM and possibly a distributed
file system. We have focused on the specific challenges in-

volved in PM since that is the new media technology. We
believe a distributed SDPM architecture can build on our
SDPMwork and also incorporate existing concepts from dis-
tributed in-memory file systems and data stores [31].
In a similar vein, we focused on DDR and byte address-

able MMIO PCIe for our prototype hardware attaches. Given
the high latencies of SAS/SATA attaches, it is not clear
whether PM will ever be attached using these transports.
NVMe is however a possibility given its low latency for
block accesses. It is possible to extend our SDPM architec-
ture to include NVMe PM devices in two ways. In a first ap-
proach, we could replace our flash layer with these devices.
A second, and perhaps better approach,would be to use read-
modify-write operations and DRAM caching to emulate byte
addressable PM using block addressable PM devices over
NVMe [21].
Intel has announced three new CPU instructions in fu-

ture platforms to support PMs (CLFLUSHOPT, PCOMMIT,
CLWB) [10]. Since these instructions are not yet available,
our SDPM prototype does not use them. However, it would
be trivial to implement barrier() and msync() operations
to leverage these instructions when they become available.
This in fact illustrates the power of the software defined ap-
proach. As new instructions become available with subse-
quent platforms, applications do not have to have platform
specific code. The optimizations can be abstracted under the
generalized persistence operations and semantics offered by
SDPM.

8. Conclusions
We presented SDPM, the first instance of a software defined
approach to PM that can bring the benefits of new non-
volatile memory media to wide ranging practical deploy-
ments. By abstracting heterogeneous memory hardware, we
are able to support both local and remote attaches as well as
different local attach points likely to be available in servers.
By carefully selecting the characteristics to expose and ab-
stract, we enable applications to get optimal performance
across a range of configurations or optimize aggressively for
a specific configuration. By tiering PM with flash, we en-
able both existing applications and applications written to
exploit PM to operate with a wide range of PM capacities.
Our prototype and performance evaluation demonstrate that
the architecture provides good performance and near optimal
acceleration for a range of local and remote PM configura-
tions.
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